Fractions day 9

Position and movement.

We have worked on position and movement including half, quarter, three quarter and whole turns both anticlockwise and clockwise as well as learning our left from our right so the next two days activities are a recap. Today we are looking at right and left.

Help if you don't remember your left from your right.

Our salamander left right song can be found here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRbwFq9665k

Now you have reminded yourself of your left and right try completing the sentences below.

ęp Complete the stem sentences to describe the movements made.

The [image of a frog] has moved 1 square [image of movement].
The [image of a bee] has moved __ squares [image of movement].
The [image of a spider] has moved 2 squares up.
The [image of a spider] has moved ___ squares down.
You might want to watch this clip.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z7kwmp3